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                                      The Bulletin

  of the
                                                       Virginia Section
                                     AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

  ________________________________________________________________________________________

        

           
           University of Virginia
                 Charlottesville, Virginia

            Friday, April 13, 2018

POSTER SESSION:  5:00 - 7:00 pm
(STUDENT RESEARCH)  Academic Commons

 Gilmer Halll

DINNER:  6:00 - 7:00 pm
 Academic Commons

 Gilmer Hall

PROGRAM  :                7:00 pm
 Room 190 

 Gilmer Hall

MENU:  Pizza (many varieties), Soft Drinks

DINNER  Please make reservations by calling Cindy Knight at (434) 924-7995

RESERVATIONS:  or e-mail csk3a@virginia.edu by NOON on Wednesday, April 11. 

PRICE:                        $8.00 - members, guests, college students 

 $4.00 - high school students
 

HOST:                          Dr. James Demas - (434) 924-3343, jnd@virginia.edu

SPEAKER:  Dr. Shana K. Cyr, Finnegan Law Firm

TOPIC:           “Championing Your Ideas in the Chemical Arts” 
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DR. SHANA K. CYR

Shana K. Cyr, J.D., Ph.D., is a partner in the Reston,
Virginia office of Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett
& Dunner, LLP, where she focuses on complex patent
disputes related to pharmaceuticals, biologics,
combination products, and diagnostics.  Dr. Cyr also
counsels clients on issues at the intersection of patent
and U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) law, and
specializes in working with inventors and experts in the
chemical and pharmaceutical arts.  Her pro bono work
includes representing disabled veterans and disadvan-
taged children, and she previously served as judicial law
clerk to the Honorable Kimberly A. Moore at the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and as legal

intern for the Honorable Noel L. Hillman at the U.S. District Court for the District of New
Jersey.  Dr. Cyr holds a J.D. with high honors from Rutgers University, a Ph.D. in
chemistry from the University of Virginia, and a B.S. in chemistry from the University of
Richmond.

“Championing Your Ideas in the Chemical Arts”

Companies invest significant time and resources towards obtaining, preserving,
enforcing, and defending their intellectual property (IP) rights.  These rights protect the
company’s inventions, logos, artistic works, confidential business information, and
other creations, and they can make or break the business.  Knowing the requirements
for obtaining and preserving IP protection and examining ways that companies have
enforced and defended their IP rights is the first step to championing your ideas in the
chemical arts. 

COME EARLY ON APRIL 13 TO SEE THE 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH POSTERS

AT THE APRIL 13 MEETING, AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN TO OUTSTANDING
SENIOR CHEMISTRY MAJORS (SEE ARTICLE BELOW)

RECORDING OF THE APRIL 13 SECTION MEETING

A video recording of the Section meeting at UVA on April 13 will be
available for on-line viewing after the meeting.  Check either the UVA
Chemistry Department website (http://www.chem.virginia.edu) or the
Virginia Section site (http://www.virginia.sites.acs.org/) to obtain the link.

(http://www.virginia.sites.acs.org/)
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DIRECTIONS

Note that this year's meeting is in Gilmer Hall which is next to the Chemistry Building.  Come around the front
of the Chemistry Building, go left and enter the front door of Gilmer Hall.

From 29N. Come straight into town past the Cavalier Inn (on your right), pass under two overhead bridges,
and then bear right immediately afterwards onto Stadium Rd. Turn right at the stop sign at the top of the hill
onto Whitehead Road. Parking is on the right and left. Do not park in the athletic center spots.

From I-64. Turn north on 29 at Exit 118. Immediately turn right at the Charlottesville/29 Business off ramp.
Turn right to go into town, then turn left at the second light (filling station on your left). Turn right immediately
after the stadium onto Whitehead Road. This brings you to the back or new wing of the chemistry building.
Parking is on the right and left.

If you miss the first off ramp after I-64, turn right at the next exit (UVA information), proceed into town, turn
right at the second light (Alderman Rd.), go through the first light, then make a left at Whitehead Road. 

Until 5:00 p.m., all parking around the Chemistry Building is restricted and you will be ticketed. Please
time your arrival so that you park after 5:00.  It is most convenient to come by the Nanotech building on the
east side, walk alongside the Chemistry Building to McCormick Road and then turn left to reach Gilmer Hall. 

On-line map and directions at http://www.virginia.edu/maps/. 

Gilmer

        Hall 
  

http://www.virginia.edu/maps/.


*** VIRGINIA SECTION NEWS ***
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POSTER SESSION

The Virginia Section will hold its annual poster session at the April 13 meeting at the
University of Virginia in Charlottesville.  The emphasis is on student research, especially work
done by undergraduates.  This is an excellent informal, low-stress environment for students to
make research presentations.  If you have a student who wishes to present a poster, please
contact Cindy Knight at (434) 924-7995; csk3a@virginia.edu.  More information can be
found on this website: http://chemistry.as.virginia.edu/2018-american-chemical-society-
poster-session.  The deadline for registering a poster is April 9. We invite everyone to come
early for the UVA meeting and to support these young researchers.   

                                      

AWARDS TO COLLEGE SENIORS

Outstanding senior chemistry majors from colleges and universities in the Virginia Section will
be honored at the April 13 Section meeting in Charlottesville.  Each school has been asked to
select a student to receive the Virginia Section award for undergraduate achievement.  The
awardees will be the guests of the Section at the meeting on April 13 and each will receive a
certificate of recognition and a special gift from the Virginia Section.  Chemistry departments
must inform Chair Kathleen Spangler of their nominees.  If you have not submitted the name
of your outstanding senior chemistry student, please contact Kathleen as soon as possible --
(804) 370-8097; kms2uu@virginia.edu.

THE CHAIR'S CORNER

On March 9, John Thoburn and his team at Randolph Macon College
organized an awesome game of Chemical Jeopardy for the Virginia
Section meeting. Thank you to all the individuals who volunteered to
play on the three teams, and to the people who helped in planning this
meeting.  It was a lot of fun and we hope to do this again in the future!

Looking ahead, March and April are full of great events and
opportunities to get involved in the section.  The Younger Chemists
Committee is planning some local lab tours in the Richmond area
including Afton Chemical and Anton Paar. They are also planning the
next steps for the Mentoring Program, so I would encourage you to sign

up if you would like to participate or volunteer as a mentor.  The April section meeting will be
at the University of Virginia on April 13, and it will include the Undergraduate Research Poster
Session and Outstanding Senior Chemistry Student awards.  Dr. Shana Cyr from Finnegan
Law Firm will be the guest speaker and will talk about “Intellectual Property.”  I look forward to
seeing you all this spring!

     ...Kathleen Spangler, 2018 Chair - (804) 370-8097; kms2uu@virginia.edu

mailto:denise.walters@pfizer.com.
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REPORT ON THE MARCH MEETING OF THE SECTION

About 40 persons experienced a new kind of meeting on March 9 when the Virginia Section

met at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland.  The program featured a game of Chemical
Jeopardy!  Dr. John Thoburn of the Randolph-Macon Chemistry Department served as the

Jeopardy! host. Three teams competed by providing the questions to match the answers that John

read and displayed on the screen.  The Nano Team was made up of Kathryn Deibler and Julian
Bobb.   Daniel Cook and Mark Crosswhite were the Carbonyl Team and the Schrödinger Team

featured Brian Moores and Daniel Fischer.  The game was played in the usual Jeopardy! fashion,
as seen on TV for over 40 years and hosted by Alex Trebek for the past 33 years.  If none of the
contestants provided the correct answer to a question, the audience was invited to try it.  Dr. April
Marchetti, Garnett-Lambert Professor of Chemistry at Randolph-Macon was the scorekeeper and R-
MC Chemistry faculty members Dr. Rebecca Michelsen and Dr. Nora Green were the judges for the
game.  The competition was intense and went down to the last question before the Schrödinger

Team was declared the winner.  Daniel and Brian were presented with a pair of official Jeopardy!
coffee mugs.

Prior to the game, Section members and guests enjoyed a delicious meal in the Estes Dining Hall. 
Thanks to April Marchetti and John Thoburn for organizing the meeting and to the Chemistry
Department at Randolph-Macon College for hosting the meeting.  

Here is the Final Jeopardy answer: “This Chemical Jeopardy! host is grateful to all the
contestants, judges, scorekeepers, organizers, and audience members who made this a pleasant and
enjoyable event for all."  And...the correct response is...”Who is John Thoburn?”

  

  Jeopardy! host

       John Thoburn

                                
           

                                                     Left-to-right: Team Schrödinger, Team 
            Carbonyl, and Team Nano

                             THE WINNERS:

                                   Team Schrödinger -

     scorekeeper           Daniel Fischer and

   April Marchetti          Brian Moores with 

           their  Jeopardy!

              mugs
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TOUR OF AFTON CHEMICAL COMPANY

The Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) is sponsoring a tour of
Afton Chemical Corporation on Thursday, March 29.  Afton is
located at 500 Spring Street in Richmond.  The tour will begin at
5:15 pm and will last about one hour (depending on interest and
questions by participants).  Note that this is a secure facility and
photo ID will be required.  Dr. Mark Devlin, Technical Advisor at Afton, has this to say about
the tour of their facilities: "For the tour, I will show everyone mockups of engines and
transmissions to show where Afton's products work.  We will then look at parts from rigs and
engines to show what happens if machines are not well lubricated. We will then see the
engines and rigs that we use to qualify products."  Afton manufactures a wide range of
driveline, engine oil, fuel, and industrial additives and lubricant components.  

There is a limit of 20 persons for the tour.  Sign up by using this link:  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LEJPuzpt-UM6BduYsh6mAfzBOopDUM0WQyJedVg5eHU/edit?usp=sharing 

or contact Julian Bobb, Chair of the YCC, at vayoungerchemistscommittee@gmail.com or at
bobbja@vcu.edu.
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Dive into Marine Chemistry.  Join the Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society 
(VA ACS) on April 22 at the Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond for an exciting day as part of
Chemists Celebrate Earth Week.  Children of all ages can learn about bioluminescence, water
cycles, environmental science, and much more.  In addition, students can enter the VA ACS
Illustrated Poetry Contest on-site and hear a poetry reading and songs related to water performed by 
a member of the Nottoway Indian Tribe of Virginia.  The free Dive into Marine Chemistry activities will
be in the Rotunda of the Science Museum of Virginia on Sunday, April 22, 12:00 - 4:00 pm (Museum
admission is required for access to all other Museum exhibits).   For more information on Chemists
Celebrate Earth Week or on the program at the Science Museum, contact Kristine Smetana at
Kristine-chris@msn.com.  

CCEW ILLUSTRATED POEM CONTEST

The Virginia Section of the ACS is sponsoring an illustrated poem contest for students in
Kindergarten through 12th grade.  Prizes will be given in various grade categories. The
illustrated poems must relate to the CCEW 2018 theme, "Dive into Marine Chemistry."  Each
poem must be no more than 40 words.  Acceptable styles include haiku, limerick, ode, ABC
poem, free verse, end rhyme, and blank verse.  Entries will be judged on artistic merit, poem
message, original creativity, and neatness.  The contest deadline is April 22, 2018.  More
information and entry forms can be found on the Virginia Section ACS website:

http://www.virginia.sites.acs.org/.  Or contact Kristine Smetana at Kristine-chris@msn.com.  

  

EARTH WEEK PROGRAM
Sunday, April 22, 2018

12:00 - 4:00 PM

Science Museum of Virginia
2500 West Broad Street, Richmond

Admission to the Science Museum is not required for
participation in Dive into Marine Chemistry

mailto:Kristine-chris@msn.com
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 WOMEN CHEMISTS COMMITTEE MEETING

The Women Chemists Committee (WCC) will meet on Friday, April 20
from 5:00 until 6:00 pm at Travinia Italian Kitchen & Wine Bar.  Travinia is
located at the Shops at Willow Lawn, 1601 Willow Lawn Drive, Suite 800,
Richmond, Virginia  23220 (http://www.traviniaitaliankitchen.com/).           
Please RSVP to Kathryn Deibler (kdd3@cornell.edu) by noon on April 18.  

The mission of the WCC of the American Chemical Society (ACS) is to be
leaders in attracting. developing, promoting, and advocating for women in
the chemical sciences in order to positively impact society and the
profession.  

IMPORTANT DATES FOR SECTION ACTIVITIES 

April 9 - Deadline for entering posters for April 13 meeting at UVA, 9:00 am

April 11 - Deadline for reservations for pizza dinner at April 13 meeting, noon

April 13 - Section Meeting at the University of Virginia - Dr. Shana Cyr, student awards,      
                    undergraduate research poster session, 5:00 pm

April 18 - YCC-sponsored tour of Anton-Paar in Ashland, 4:15 pm

April 18 - RSVP deadline for WCC meeting at Travinia on April 20, noon

April 20 - WCC meeting at Travinia Italian Kitchen & Wine Bar, Richmond, 5:00 pm

April 22 - Earth Week Program, "Dive into Marine Chemistry", Science Museum of Virginia, 
                    Richmond, 12:00-4:00 pm

April 22 - Deadline for entries to the CCEW Illustrated Poem Contest

May 12 - Virginia Section Executive Committee Meeting, 9:00 am

TOUR OF ANTON-PAAR FACILITY

The Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) is sponsoring a
tour of the Anton-Paar facility in Ashland.  Wednesday,
April 18, 4:15 pm.  Anton-Paar develops, produces and
distributes highly accurate instruments and process
measuring systems, and provides custom-tailored automation
and robotic solutions.  It is the world leader in the measurement of density,

2 concentration, and CO  and in the field of rheometry. The Anton-Paar product
line includes density meters, refractometers, polarimeters, viscometers,
rheometers, and instruments for material characterization.  Anton-Paar is located
at 10215 Timber Ridge Drive, Ashland, VA  23005.  Use this link to register for
the tour:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tRwjZyXHwlAdUf8k5p5LOBeehUZiabQ
EWtGjyCubw-U/edit#gid=0  or contact Julian Bobb, Younger Chemists
Committee Chair, at vayoungerchemistscommittee@gmail.com.  
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CHEMISTRY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 

The University of Virginia Department of Chemistry combines outstanding physical facilities with a
close-knit community of scholars. With a faculty size of 36, a graduate student body of 122, and 17
postdoctoral associates, a stimulating atmosphere strongly encouraging interactive association has
been created. Faculty research areas span a wide range offering a varied program of courses and
research problems. Our faculty members include professors who are nationally and internationally
recognized in their fields.

The list of recent honors received by faculty members includes the Distinguished Achievement Award
in Proteomics from the Human Proteome Organization, the American Chemical Society's Award for
Creative Work in Synthetic Organic Chemistry; Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards for excellence in
both teaching and research; Virginia Scientist of the Year awards, a Sloan Foundation Award,
Alexander von Humboldt `Research Prizes, an Analytical Chemistry Award in Chemical Instrumen-
tation, a Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers, a Coblentz Award, a
MacArthur Genius Award, the Williams F. Meggers Award (from the Optical Society), and the Charles
H. Herty Medal. Recent graduate student national fellowship awards include the Cognis Corporation
Research Fellowship in Colloid and Surface Chemistry, the ACS Division of Medicinal Chemistry
Predoctoral Fellowship Award, The Lilly Foundation Graduate Fellowship, The Science Application
International Corporation Award, the Defense Forensic Science Center Fellowship, the Jefferson
Dissertation Year Fellowship, and the Achievement Reward for College Scientists (ARCS).

The goal of graduate study in chemistry is to develop outstanding young scientists able to make
significant contributions in their chosen fields. A graduate student can expect to have considerable
input in both the design of his or her own degree program. Emphasis is placed on research that
contributes to our fundamental body of knowledge. Also important is the exceptional opportunity to
interact not only with fellow graduate students, research associates and faculty, but also with
outstanding scientists from all parts of the country and world. This participation in the forefront of
scientific discovery prepares the student for the role of independent contributor to the scientific
community. Teaching and research in the Department of Chemistry have been considerably
strengthened in recent years by a number of interdisciplinary centers and programs including
Molecular Biophysics, Structural Genomics, Chemical Physics, Membrane Bound Proteins,
Microfluidics, Biomedical Engineering, Neurosciences, Chemistry of the Universe and Catalysts for
New Energy Processes. Faculty in the Chemistry Department participate in several research centers,
including the Center for Nano-biosystems research, the
Center for Molecular, Optical and Atomic Science,
MAXNET Energy, the Center for Astrochemistry, the
Center for Membrane Biology, the Cardiovascular
Research Center in analytical methods, synthetic
inorganic and organic chemistry, chemical biology,
spectroscopy and other areas of physical chemistry,
provide the student with a choice of strong research areas
over a broad range of the chemical sciences. The faculty
attr and the UVA Cancer Center. These programs, along
with ongoing research acts more than  $8 million per year
in new outside funding to support these programs, an
indicator of the vigor of research being carried out in the
Department.

The graduate program is further supported by an extensive library system. The Barksdale Chemistry
Library, established by private gifts provides fundamental references and resources. Most major
journals and data bases are available on line. Graduate students are entitled to keys to the building
and to the library for research and reading. Alderman Library has more than 1.6 million books as well
as extensive collections of manuscripts, maps, prints, and microfilms. The Science and Engineering
Library, the large library of the Medical School, and the Physics Library contain numerous additional
books and journals in chemistry and allied fields.
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NEW MEMBERS OF THE VIRGINIA SECTION 

The Virginia Section welcomes these new members.  As of March 1, the Section had 1367 members.  

Iva Andrews Bethesda   Stephen F. Baron Bridgewater

Hallie Blevins Montpelier Unity Bowling Henrico

David A. Brant Charlottesville Zhaniya Bryant Petersburg

Elizabeth Bush Port Haywood Jonathan Canino Charlottesville

Kjersti Chippindale Charlottesville Katriel E. Cho Staunton

Pam Crowley Williamsburg Margie L. Cruz Acevedo Woodbridge

Cory Lee Davis Staunton Saskia Engle Richmond

Dejah K. Entzminger Petersburg George Fairman Strasburg

Robin T. Garrod Charlottesville Nicholas Gould Toano

James E. Harness Staunton Chris Highley Crozet

Harley Hodges Farmville Carissa Hunter Manassas

Kate Jones Farmville Nicholas B. Jones King George

Kelsie E. Krantz Charlottesville Donghong Li Woodbridge

Justin Long Richmond Kevin McAvey Charlottesville

Avery Monroe Petersburg Yulemni Morel Richmond

Cesar A. Nopo-Olazabal Richmond Christopher D. Oltorik Arlington

Jada Palmer Williamsburg Alexys Riddick Williamsburg

Meng M. Rowland Quantico Chance W. Sellers III Petersburg

Myungsun Shin Charlottesville Rebekah Soliday Harrisonburg

Mei Song Richmond Jeffery S. Thompson Williamsburg

Jaime Tournear Nokesville Zachary Waszczak Midland

Emily M. Webberson Fredericksburg Ben Weinstein Richmond

Brent Williams Richmond Yuen Onn Wong Charlottesville

Miles Wronkovich Charlottesville

FALL MEETINGS OF THE VIRGINIA SECTION

September - Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond - Teacher Awards

October - University of Mary Washington, Fredericksburg

 November - Longwood University, Farmville
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PROGRAM-IN-A-BOX SPONSORED BY VIRGINIA SECTION YCC

On Tuesday, February, 27 , 2018, the ACSth

Virginia Section Younger Chemists Committee
(YCC) in conjunction with the Chemistry Club at the
College of William and Mary hosted a “Program-
in-a-Box” event at the College.  Twenty persons
attended the special ACS webinar. This included
15 undergraduate students and two faculty
members from the college, along with three

graduate students from Virginia Commonwealth University.  ACS Program-in-a-Box events feature a
webinar sponsored by the national ACS to provide a cost-effective program targeting student affiliate
and local section chapters.  Hosting the event is hassle-free and only finding a venue and providing
food and refreshments for the attendees are required.  In order to hold one of these events, the host
must register on the ACS website and provide an estimate of the number of prospective attendees. 
Subsequently, the “box” that is shipped to the host contains promotional materials, activities, raffle
prizes, surveys, and ACS resources. Two broadcasts are typically conducted per year during the
spring and fall seasons, on a wide array of topics.  The February 27 broadcast was focused on
“Opioids: Fighting Addiction with Chemistry.”  In the webinar, attendees learned about how the current
opioid crisis and epidemic came to be, the
neurobiological pathways involved, the current
pharmacotherapeut ic  approaches to
treatments, and the medicinal chemistry
approaches that are being utilized.  In addition,
a raffle was conducted and two of the
attendees won beaker mugs. Attendees were
well-engaged with the program and networking
was fostered during the course of the event. 

[report and photos by Julian Bobb, YCC Chair for the Virginia Section]

REPORT ON THE FEBUARY MEETING OF THE VIRGINIA SECTION

The auditorium of the Gottwald Center for the Sciences at the University of Richmond was
overflowing on February 23 for the annual Powell Lectureship.  They heard an enlightening
presentation by Dr. John Goodenough of the University of Texas at Austin who spoke on
"The Road to a Sustainable Energy Economy."  Dr. Goodenough was introduced by 
Dr. Raymond Dominey, the U of R meeting host.  After Dr. Goodenough's presentation and 
a spirited question-and-answer program,  Dr. Joseph Pompano, Chair Elect of the
Section, presented Dr. Goodenough with the traditional engraved Jefferson Cup.  At the
end of the program, Dr. John Thoburn from Randolph-Macon College, described the
Chemical Jeopardy! program that will serve as the meeting of the Section on March 9.  
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 CHEMISTRY SEMINARS AT VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

April 7 - LIDIA VALLARINO MEMORIAL LECTURE - 4:00-5:30 pm, MCAL 2100

 Dr. Luisa De Cola, University of Strasbourg, France

"Hybrid Inorganic Materials: From Fundamentals to Applications"

April 9 - RUTAN SYMPOSIUM - 1:00-4:30 pm, Cabell Library Lecture Hall

             Dr. Peter W. Carr, University of Minnesota

  Dr. Anna de Juan, University of Barcelona

  Dr. Dwight R. Stoll, Gustavus Adolphus College

  Dr. Steve Weber, University of Pittsburgh

April 26 - MARY KAPP LECTURE - 5:30 pm, Academic Learning Commons 

              Dr. Eliot R. Bernstein, Colorado State University                                         

Seminars are held in the Physical Science Wing of Oliver Hall, Room 1024, at 4:00 PM.

For more information, contact the Department of Chemistry at (804) 828-1298, chemistry@vcu.edu.

  

VIRGINIA SECTION 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

Saturday, May 12
9:00 am

J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College
Richmond, Virginia

details of the meeting will be posted on the Virginia

Section website:  http://www.virginia.sites.acs.org/

The Bulletin is published nine times a year 
by the Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society

Editor: James Beck, 1977 Vesonder Road, Petersburg, VA 23805

                         (804) 733-5286; beckjd1977@comcast.net

             Publisher: Will Lewis, (804) 586-5492; wlewis8669@aol.com

             Chair of the Virginia Section: Kathleen Spangler, (804) 370-8097;

                                                            kms2uu@virginia.edu

mailto:beckjd1977@comcast.net
mailto:wlewis866@aol.com
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CHEMISTRY SEMINARS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

March 30 - Professor Aaron Nannucci, University of South Carolina, "Photoredox and Electro-          
                  chemical Methods for C-N Bond Forming Reactions"

April 6 - Professor Gerald F. Joyce, Salk Institute for Biological Studies, "Synthetic Self-Replicating   
             and Evolving Systems"    (HECHT LECTURE)

April 20 - Professor Davita Watkins, University of Mississippi, “Supramolecular Approaches to           
               Advanced Functional Materials”    (JEFFERSON LECTURE)

April 27 - Professor Christopher Cummins, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “Phosphorus-     
               Element Bond-Forming Reactions”

Seminars are held at 3:30 PM in room 205 of the Mechanical Engineering Building (MEC).

 The full schedule of seminars is at http://chemistry.as.virginia.edu/seminars. 

For more information, contact the Department of Chemistry at (434) 924-3344, chem@virginia.edu.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

WORDS OF WISDOM FOR APRIL:  "To Conquer Fear 

         Is The Beginning Of Wisdom"

 

            VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
                         ANNUAL MEETING

                                  LongwoodUniversity 
        Farmville, Virginia

                                   May 23-25,  2018

The 96  Annual meeting of the Academy will be held at Longwood University in       th

Farmville on May 23-25.  Chemistry presentations will be scheduled for Thursday,   
May 24.  There will be a Poster Session for all Sections that will be set up and stay
up all day Thursday, May 24.  For more information on the chemistry program,
contact Tom DeVore, Chemistry Section Secretary, at devoretc@jmu.edu.  Full
information about the annual meeting and about Academy membership can be found
on the Academy’s website: http://www.vacadsci.org.  

http://chem.virginia.edu/events-seminars/.
mailto:chem@virginia.edu.
mailto:devore@jmu.edu.
http://www.vacadsci.org.
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YCC SPONSORS TOUR OF THE RICHMOND CENTRAL DEPARTMENT
OF FORENSIC SCIENCE

On Friday, February 23 , 2018, the ACS Virginia Section Youngerrd

Chemists Committee (YCC) sponsored a tour at the Richmond Central
Department  of  Forensic  Science, which  employs a  staff of about 100. 

 In total, 20 people attended the tour, including undergraduate students
from Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), Longwood University,
Randolph-Macon College, and John Tyler Community College.  Other
participants included graduate students from VCU, industry members from

Contraline, Altria, and JEOL, and a retired scientist.  Attendees were escorted on the one hour and 45
minute tour by Jeffrey D. Ban, Director of the Central Laboratory, to various sections of the
department.  Attendees learned about how evidence from
various disciplines (digital and multimedia, firearms &
toolmarks, latent prints & impressions, DNA, controlled
substances, and trace evidence) are collected and analyzed to
solve crimes.  Everyone was well-engaged and many asked
questions pertinent to the company, job opportunities, and
crime-solving processes.  Overall, this was a great opportunity
for attendees to learn about the applications of biology and
chemistry at a government laboratory facility. The YCC will
continue to sponsor additional opportunities for ACS members
to tour government and industrial research laboratories.  

[report and photo courtesy of Julian Bobb, Chair of the Virginia Section YCC] 

USA SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FESTIVAL

The ACS will be participating in the USA Science & Engineering Festival (USASEF), to be
held on April 7 and 8 at the Walter E. Washington Center in Washington, D.C.  There will be
an ACS booth at the USASEF Expo on both days and on the “Sneak Peek Friday” (April 6). 
Sponsors and exhibitors will showcase all of the amazing places where STEM Can Take You
with over 3,000 hands-on activities, amazing stage shows featuring science celebrities, and
much more.  The ACS exhibit, titled “Exploring Our World Through Chemistry,” will feature
many activities, fun giveaways, information on ACS resources, and a showing of the popular
ACS ReactionsYouTube series. 

A QUESTION FROM THE PAST

On January 19, 2018, the Virginia Section met at the Division of Consolidated Laboratory
Services (DCLS) in Richmond.  When was the last time before then that the Section met at
the state labs?  What were the State Labs called then and where were they located?
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A LETTER FROM ROBERT L. LYNCH

At the September 15, 2017 meeting of the Virginia Section, Mr. Robert
L. Lynch was recognized as a 70-year member of the American
Chemical Society.  Mr. Lynch was asked to provide some comments
about his career as a chemist.  He has written this gracious letter. 

"When I was a teenager I was given a Chemistry kit and I was hooked.  
In 1942 I entered the Westinghouse Science Talent Search and was
one of the 40 finalists.  I received a scholarship from West Virginia
Wesleyan and attended for a year and a summer before entering the
Army.  After a year I was wounded in Germany and returned to college
after recuperating.  I graduated with a BS in Chemistry in 1947 and did
graduate work at the University of Richmond under Dr. Pierce and Dr.
Trout. They recruited me into the ACS and the AAAS.

In the spring of 1959 I took a job in Cancer Research at MCV under Nelson Young and
George Williams. That fall I married Alice Clarke.  We had 4 sons, one who took chemistry
under Gerald Bass.  In 1950 Young and Williams talked me into supervising the Clinical
Chemistry lab at MCV.  The lab was located on the 5 floor of the AD WILLIAMS Clinicth 

Building, just over the Biochemistry Department.  Drs. Lynn Abbott, John Forbes, and Syd
Negus were outstanding researchers and teachers.  I took some courses and under them and
got a Masters degree in Biochemistry from MCV  in 1957.  Later I was appointed as an
Assistant Professor.  My responsibilities were teaching Medical technologists, pathology
residents, and supervision of the laboratories.

The 1950's were the beginning of the great expansion of clinical chemistry, new tests, new
equipment, and many more patients.  Emphasis was placed on reducing sample size and
cutting turn around time as well as improving quality.  Spectrophotometers replaced
colorimeters, we introduced flame photometers, atomic absorption spectrophotometers,
radioimmunoassay, electrophoresis, HPLC. electro analysis and automatic multichannel
analyzers.  Computerization and robotic analysis followed. As the demand for tests grew, we
added more chemists.  Bob Blanke set up a toxicology lab, Franklin Lim, Greg Miller, Mary
Ellen King, and Hanns D. Gruemer joined the staff.

Nelson Young was a founding member of the Capital Section (Washington, Richmond and
Baltimore) of the American Association of Clinical Chemists.  I later joined as did others from
Richmond.  We often went to meetings in Washington or Baltimore.  We had occasional
meetings in Richmond and later organized spring Symposiums in VA.  I served on the board
of the Capital Section several years and in 1986 I won the Roe award.  The AACC has grown
to a large organization.  Over 20,000 members attended the last annual meeting.  The
industries servicing clinical chemistry labs have also grown tremendously.

After retiring in 1993 I volunteered for several years at the Science Museum working in the
computer lab.  I also was president of the WVWC Emeritus Club."


